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Complete the challenges in any order you want.
 
Ask your caregiver for help if you get stuck.

For a chance for your picture to be featured on o�cial DoSeum social
media posts, take a picture while you’re engaging with a challenge and
have an adult post it to Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter with the
#DoSeumAtHome tag.
 
Not on social media? You can also email your picture(s) to us at
Feedback@thedoseum.org. We will highlight select photos throughout
the summer!

This booklet belongs to:

Date when I completed my first challenge:

Date when I completed all of the challenges:

Age:

Your encouragement leads to positive results.

These challenges are designed to engage kids and families in real-world 
math and science activities throughout the city of San Antonio. The 
DoSeum encourages you to participate with your child by DOing the 
activities as a family and by documenting their achievements through the 
#DoSeumAtHome tag on social media.

The challenges in this booklet have been aligned to the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) – the education standards developed by the 
Texas Education Agency.

NOTE TO CAREGIVERS:

HOW TO USE THE CHALLENGE LOG:
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BEST PRACTICES

GLOSSARY OF PURPLE TERMS

Need to measure length or distance? Flip to the back of the booklet for tools
you can use!

The DoSeum o�ers free admission during our H-E-B Free Family Nights.
 
Whenever animals are involved in a summer challenge activity, we must
ensure that we are practicing the utmost respect for nature. Leave the
environment exactly as you found it. We strive to engage with wild animals
so minimally that, ideally, they never knew we were there. 

We have provided suggestions on where the AROUND TOWN challenges can
be completed, but there are many more places in San Antonio and other
cities to complete these activities. One of our goals is to encourage you to
explore new places in your city! 

Angle – the measure of space between two intersecting lines

Degrees – a unit used to measure angle

Volume – measures how much space something takes up

Mass – measures how much matter is in something

Weight – measures how much gravity pulls on an object in a given location

Document – to take notes

Observe – the watch closely

Minimum – the smallest/least amount

Anatomy – refers to the way an animal looks

Architectural – refers to the way a building looks

Symmetry – when one half of an object looks like a mirror image of the other half.

Cardinal directions – the 4 main directions on a compass: north, east, south, and west

Procedure – a certain way to DO something

Habitat – the natural home of an animal, plant, or other organism

ANGLE



CHALLENGE BOOKLET KEY
The icons in this key are located throughout the booklet.
They will let you know where to complete each challenge!

The DoSeum Home Around Town



HOW TALL AM I?
Use a measuring tape to measure your height in centimeters (cm)
or inches (in). Use the nearest whole number.

Measure your family members.

Who is tallest?

Who is shortest?

How much taller is the tallest than the shortest?

Measure your pet!

Name Height (cm) Height (in)
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Dry Ingredients Wet Ingredients

BUY SOMETHING!

MAKE PANCAKES!

NOT SURE WHAT TO BUY?

RECIPE FOR 8 PANCAKES

Handle a transaction all on your own, but don’t use a credit card.
Give the cashier the exact amount of dollars and coins. 

1 large egg
1 cup milk
2 tablespoons canola oil

1 cup all-purpose flour
2 tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
½ teaspoon salt
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Get ingredients for the
pancake activity below.  



It is important that kids measure out the
ingredients on their own to get practice with
addition, fractions, and volume.

Mix the dry and wet ingredients
separately. Then lightly mix all of
the ingredients together.
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For extra flavor, you can add blueberries or banana slices to
the batter. Cook on a skillet with a thin layer of butter or oil to
prevent sticking.

ASK YOUR ADULT FOR HELP BEFORE YOU USE THE STOVE!



SEE THE BATS!
Go outside as the sun is setting and look to the skies. Can you spot
any bats? Document when you saw the first bat of the night below.

Unlike birds which glide through
the sky, bats make rapid turns and
constantly flap their wings.

  

Can’t find any bats in your
neighborhood? A colony of bats
lives underneath Interstate 35 at
Camden Street and the River Walk. 

Draw or write about the habitat where you saw the bats. 

Circle AM or PM
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FIND & COMPARE!

Comparative anatomy! Find two
di�erent creatures. Draw and
count how many similarities you
can find between them. For
example, there are many
similarities between a chicken
and a Tyrannosaurus rex. They’re
related after all!

Similarities between 

Number of similarities I found: 

Can’t find any animals that sit still long enough to compare?  Look
closely at pictures in books or online with the help of an adult.

and
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SIMILARITIES



SHAPE HUNT!

SOLID HUNT!

Find a two-dimensional (2D) shape in the real world. Sketch it below. 
Examples of 2D shapes include circles, triangles, trapezoids, and
rhombuses.

Find a three-dimensional (3D) solid in the real world. Sketch it below. 
Examples of 3D solids include cylinders, cones, cubes, and pyramids.  

Having trouble finding interesting
shapes? Visit Ruby City for an
architectural style that incorporates
several types of shapes. 

Shape name:
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Draw your shape here.

Having trouble finding interesting
solids? Visit the San Antonio Central
Library for an architectural style
that incorporates several types of
solids.

Solid name:

Draw your solid here.



NATURAL SYMMETRY!

HUMAN-MADE SYMMETRY!

Find something in nature that displays symmetry and draw it below.

Find something made by humans that displays symmetry and
draw it below. 

Not finding anything in your
neighborhood? Go hiking at
a local park or visit the
San Antonio Botanical Gardens
for a fantastic variety of
symmetric and asymmetric
plants. 

Is this object symmetric from
every angle? What if you drew the
line of symmetry through a
di�erent part of the object? 
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DISCUSS

Line of Symmetry

Line of Symmetry



WEIGH SOMETHING!
Use a scale to measure the weight of something. Round to the
nearest whole number and record your findings below. Don’t
forget your units!

H-E-B has several types of weigh scales
that you can use throughout the store.
 

How many can you find? 
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How much would twice as many weigh? 

I weighed
object(s)

number

that

weighed .

How much would half as many weigh?



GET DIRECTIONS!
Cardinal directions! Go to the compass printed on the floor outside
of Explore Gallery. What direction would you have to walk to get to
the nearest elevator? 
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Direction to the nearest elevator: 

Convert that direction to
degrees using the guide.

Direction in degrees: 

N

0˙

90˙

180˙

270˙ E

S

W



MAKE A MAP!
Make a map to lead someone from a starting point to an ending
point. Be sure to include useful landmarks. The map can be as small
as a room in your house, or as big as the city!
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BALL DROP!
What causes the balls to drop in Force Course? Go to that gallery
and use your observation skills to find out!
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A.) It’s random! 

B.) There is a time limit! How long?

C.) It measures how many balls are in the bin! By volume or weight?

D.) An adult pushes a secret button!

E.) Something else!

Your answer:

What makes you think that?



PEOPLE WATCHING!
Go to a popular place. Pick two di�erent colors. Count how many people
are wearing those colors. Record your data. If someone is wearing both
colors, count them in both columns! Stop after 5 minutes. 

Use greater than (>), less than (<), or equals (=) to complete the
following statement:

Color #1                    Color #2
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How many people did you count wearing color #1?

What about color #2?

USE TALLY MARKS
Color #1 Color #2



SUMMER HEAT!
Find the hottest surface outside by measuring how long it takes for
ice to melt. 

Take a piece of ice outside and place it on a surface. Use a timer to
measure how long it takes for the ice to completely melt. Test 4
di�erent surfaces. 

Procedure: 

Which surface melted the ice the fastest? 

Why do you think that is?

Surface
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Material Surface
is Made Of

Time to
melt ice

DISCUSS



How many di�erent numbers you can find. 

PRECIOUS PLASTICS! 
Next time you use a plastic container, look for a tiny recycling 
symbol with a number inside. 
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Number inside
recycling symbol Name of object

What do you think these numbers mean?

DISCUSS



DUCK’S UP!

No! Not bread crumbs!
What do they eat naturally?

Remember: Be a sneaky observer. Try to observe the ducks without
them ever knowing you’re there.

Natural duck food:

.
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Go to a local park with a body of water. Try to find some ducks.
Figure out what they eat naturally by observing them. 



WRAPPING UP!
Monarch butterflies migrate through San Antonio in the summer.
Can you find all three life cycles? Once you find either a monarch
caterpillar, cocoon, or butterfly, color it in below! 

Having trouble finding any monarchs? Visit the milkweed garden
by the giant checkerboard at The DoSeum. 

Caterpillar Cocoon Butterfly

Ensure that you use best practices as a scientist! Respect the
creature you’re studying by not interfering with it or its habitat. 
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NOTES
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